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NEW QUESTION: 1
_________ is used to associate an object's name with the
object's properties or methods.
A. Dot notation
B. A statement
C. A property
D. A function
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given the code fragment:
What is the result?
A. 1 2 3 4
B. Compilation fails.
C. 1 2 3 4followed by an ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException
D. 1 2 3
Answer: D
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which command allows you to disable the HP Serviceguard safety
timer mechanism?
A. cmcld -s N
B. cmclsafety off
C. cmsetsafety off
D. cmclconfd -s N
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A web application allows the HTML title banner to be set using
a servlet context initialization parameter called titleStr.
Which two properly set the title in this scenario?
(Choose two.)
A. &lt;title&gt;${initParam.titleStr}&lt;/title&gt;
B. &lt;title&gt;${request.get("titleStr")}&lt;/title&gt;
C. &lt;title&gt;${initParam['titleStr']}&lt;/title&gt;
D. &lt;title&gt;${paramValues.titleStr}&lt;/title&gt;
E. &lt;title&gt;${params[0].titleStr}&lt;/title&gt;
F. &lt;title&gt;${titleStr}&lt;/title&gt;
G. &lt;title&gt;${servletParams.titleStr}&lt;/title&gt;
Answer: A,C
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